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Abstract. Four-dimensional �4-D� imaging of the embryonic heart al-
lows study of cardiac morphology and function in vivo during devel-
opment. However, 4-D imaging of the embryonic heart using current
techniques, including optical coherence tomography �OCT�, is lim-
ited by the rate of image acquisition. Here, we present a nongated 4-D
imaging strategy combined with an efficient postacquisition synchro-
nization procedure that circumvents limitations on acquisition rate.
The 4-D imaging strategy acquires a time series of images in B mode
at several different locations along the heart, rendering out-of-phase
image sequences. Then, our synchronization procedure uses similar-
ity of local structures to find the phase shift between neighboring
image sequences, employing M-mode images �extracted from the ac-
quired B-mode images� to achieve computational efficiency. Further-
more, our procedure corrects the phase shifts by considering the
phase lags introduced by peristaltic-like contractions of the embryonic
heart wall. We applied the 4-D imaging strategy and synchronization
procedure to reconstruct the cardiac outflow tract �OFT� of a chick
embryo, imaged with OCT at early stages of development
�Hamburger–Hamilton stage 18�. We showed that the proposed syn-
chronization procedure achieves efficiency without sacrificing accu-
racy and that the reconstructed 4-D images properly captured the
dynamics of the OFT wall motion. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta-
tion Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3184462�

Keywords: cardiac development; chick embryonic heart; outflow tract; cardiac
imaging; cardiac reconstruction; postacquisition synchronization; M-mode image;
phase lag.
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Introduction

uring embryonic development, the heart undergoes a com-
lex morphogenetic process that forms a primitive beating
ubular heart, which ultimately becomes a four-chambered
eart.1,2 Cardiac structure and function interact during this
rocess to ensure normal cardiac development,3 and distur-
ances can lead to congenital heart defects �e.g., Ref. 4–6�.
our-dimensional �4-D� imaging �imaging of three-
imensional �3-D� structures over time� of the embryonic
eart at early stages of development, when the heart is an
nseptated tube, is challenging due to the small dimensions of
he heart �e.g., typically �2 mm Ref. 7� and the rapid cardiac
otion �typically, more than two heartbeats per second8�.
Optical coherence tomography �OCT� is a powerful imag-

ng technique that can be applied to the visualization and
uantification of morphological and functional properties of

ddress all correspondence to: Sandra Rugonyi, Oregon Health & Science Uni-
ersity, School of Medicine, Division of Biomedical Engineering, Mail Code
H13B, Portland, Oregon 97239; E-mail: rugonyis@ohsu.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
the heart during development. The technique offers high-
resolution, noninvasive imaging of microstructures up to a
depth of �2–3 mm in biological tissues.9–12 Compared to
other non-invasive imaging modalities, such as confocal
microscopy13,14 and high-frequency ultrasound,15 OCT com-
bines the high-resolution �at micrometer scale� capabilities of
confocal microscopy with the large depth of field in tissue �at
millimeter scale� of ultrasound. Thus OCT is especially suit-
able for imaging the embryonic heart at early developmental
stages.16–18 OCT has been used to image the embryonic hearts
of frog,19,20 chick,16,18,21,22 and mouse.16,23

OCT has been applied to 4–D imaging of Xenopus laevi
and quail embryonic hearts;20,24 however, the current rate of
image acquisition �up to 20 cardiac volumes per second� is
not fast enough to study the dynamics of the beating embry-
onic hearts.24 To circumvent limitations in the image acquisi-
tion rate, 4-D cardiac images can be reconstructed by postpro-
cessing two-dimensional �2-D� image sequences �B-mode

1083-3668/2009/14�4�/044020/11/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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mages� that together span the entire heart. This 4-D cardiac
maging procedure requires synchronization of B-mode im-
ges to enable proper reconstruction of the 3-D geometry of
he heart at sequential phases �time points� over the cardiac
ycle. To synchronize 2-D image sequences, two approaches
ave been used:25 �i� the prospective-gated �or hardware-
ated� approach, in which acquisition of image sequences is
riggered at a particular �known� phase of the cardiac cycle by
cardiac signal, and therefore, the acquired image sequences

re synchronized �in phase�, and �ii� the retrospective-gated
or nongated� approach, in which acquisition of image se-
uences is not triggered; hence, image sequences start at ran-
om phases of the cardiac cycle and image postprocessing is
equired to synchronize them. Jenkins et al.26 performed
rospective-gated OCT imaging of the heart of an early de-
eloping chick embryo, triggering image acquisition with sig-
als obtained by a laser Doppler velocimeter from a vitelline
essel. Mariampillai et al.27 performed retrospective-gated
CT imaging of a chick embryonic heart using Doppler ve-

ocities: during acquisition of B-mode structural images of the
hick heart, they simultaneously collected Doppler signals
rom an aortic arch with a separate Doppler OCT system.
hen, Doppler data were used to synchronize B-mode image
equences. The advantage of Mariampillai’s imaging strategy
as that imaging and image reconstruction were uncoupled.
owever, as with the prospective gated strategy, cardiac gat-

ng signals were needed to provide time stamps for postacqui-
ition synchronization. Therefore, errors introduced by weak
ating signals—often encountered in the embryonic develop-
ng heart—affected the accuracy of 4-D reconstruction. To
liminate the need of additional cardiac signals, Liebling et
l.28,29 developed a retrospective-gated imaging strategy and
mage reconstruction procedure, and applied them to 4-D im-
ging of the zebra-fish heart. In their approach, nongated
-mode images of the zebra fish heart were acquired using
onfocal microscopy at different depths, spanning the whole
eart. Then, B-mode images were synchronized by invoking
tructural similarity between adjacent image sequences. To
chieve computational efficiency of the synchronization algo-
ithms, Liebling et al.28,29 used a subset of the wavelet series
epresentation of the images for data reduction.

In this paper, we present an alternative nongated 4-D im-
ging strategy combined with a simple and efficient postac-
uisition synchronization procedure to reconstruct 4-D images
f the in vivo embryonic heart. B-mode images of transverse
ections of the heart are acquired without gating. To achieve
omputational efficiency, our postacquisition synchronization
rocedure uses M-mode images �line scans over time�,30 ex-
racted from the B-mode images; synchronization of adjacent
mage sequences is then achieved by applying structural simi-
arity along a line. In our procedure, we found that synchro-
ization of image data based on similarity of local structures
lone does not fully recover the peristaltic-like motion of the
mbryonic heart wall, which introduces phase lags in cardiac
all motion. Our synchronization procedure accounts for this
hase lag by adjusting the phase of each image sequence after
ynchronization based on structural similarity was performed.

We applied the nongated 4-D imaging strategy and post-
rocessing synchronization procedure to OCT images of the
ardiac outflow tract �OFT� of a chick embryo. We studied the
hick embryo because at early stages, cardiac development in
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
the chicken is similar to that in humans;1 the chick embryonic
heart is also easy to access and develops faster than most
other animal models.31 OCT images of the OFT were acquired
in vivo at an early developmental stage, Hamburger–Hamilton
�HH� 18 ��3 days of incubation�.32 At this early stage of
development, the chick heart is tubular and has no valves; the
OFT is the distal region of the embryonic heart—connecting
the ventricle with the arterial system—and functions as a
primitive valve by contracting to limit blood flow regurgita-
tion. The OFT is a crucial cardiac segment to study because a
large portion of congenital heart defects originate in the
OFT.33 The OFT is also a good region for testing the capabil-
ity of our reconstruction procedure to capture peristaltic-like
motions of the heart wall.

Section 2 of this paper presents the 4-D imaging strategy
and image postacquisition synchronization procedure. Section
3 presents the application of the presented procedure to im-
ages of the chick embryonic OFT and tests of its accuracy.
Finally, Sec. 4 presents a brief discussion, and Sec. 5 gives the
conclusions to the paper.

2 Imaging Strategy and 4-D Image
Reconstruction Procedure

2.1 Nongated 4-D Imaging Strategy
The nongated 4-D imaging strategy used �illustrated in Fig. 1�
is similar to that used by Liebling et al..28 B-mode image
sequences are collected at successive imaging planes �X-Z
planes along the Y direction in Fig. 1�: starting at y1=0, OCT
acquires a sequence of 2-D cross-sectional images �X-Z
plane� for approximately five cardiac cycles, and then the im-
aging plane moves longitudinally an increment h to the next
cross section. Image acquisition is then repeated until the
whole region of interest is spanned and yL is reached. The
value of the distance h between adjacent image planes is kept
small so that structural imaging data at adjacent locations are
similar. An image sequence of a longitudinal cardiac section
�Y-Z plane in Fig. 1� is also acquired to adjust phase lags
later. Therefore, a 4-D image data set consists of L sets of
B-mode cross-sectional image sequences acquired along the Y
direction and a B-mode image sequence of a longitudinal sec-
tion. Because OCT image acquisition is nongated, acquired
image sequences are out of phase. To reconstruct 4-D images

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of nongated 4-D image acquisition
strategy.
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�2
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f the heart, image sequences need to be synchronized; that is,
he phase relationship between imaging sequences needs to be
etermined.

.2 Postacquisition Synchronization Procedure
ur synchronization procedure assumes that �i� motion and
eformation of the heart are periodic and �ii� changes in car-
iac structural features are continuous �structural data in
-mode images acquired at adjacent locations are similar�.

To synchronize the acquired image sequences, the follow-
ng steps are performed:

1. determination of the cardiac period for each image se-
quence

2. determination of relative phase shifts between neigh-
boring image sequences

3. determination of absolute phase shifts of image se-
quences relative to the first image sequence

4. estimation and adjustment of phase lags between image
sequences introduced by peristaltic-like motions of the
heart wall

5. synchronization of image sequences and 4-D image
reconstruction.

Compared to Liebling’s synchronization procedure,28 our
rocedure has three major differences. First, to achieve com-
utational efficiency, rather than using a subset of the image
avelet series, our synchronization procedure analyzes
-mode images that are extracted from the image sequences

see Fig. 2�. Representing a B-mode image sequence at a lo-
ation yi by the intensity function Iyi

�x ,z , t�, an M-mode im-
ge extracted along a vertical line x=xk of the B-mode se-
uence is Iyi

� �z , t�= Iyi
�xk ,z , t�. Second, to improve the

ccuracy of the synchronization procedure, instead of keeping
mage frames in a sequence in the order they were acquired
nd cropping image data to a whole number of cardiac cycles
to apply the synchronization algorithm�, data from image se-
uences �spanning approximately five cardiac cycles� are
ooled into one normalized cardiac cycle. Third, to accurately
ecover the dynamic motion of the heart, we provide a proce-
ure to estimate and adjust phase lags between adjacent image

ig. 2 Illustration of M-mode image extraction from a B-mode image
equence: �a� B-mode image sequence and �b� M-mode image ex-
racted along a line �x=xk� from �a�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
sequences introduced by peristaltic-like contractions of the
heart wall. This later step may not be necessary, however, if
imaging is performed at nontransversal planes of the heart
�such as longitudinal planes�. In Secs. 2.2.1–2.2.5, we de-
scribe each step of the synchronization procedure.

2.2.1 Determination of cardiac period
Because our synchronization procedure relies on the period-
icity of the cardiac cycle, the cardiac period must be known to
ensure proper synchronization of image sequences and to pool
data from image sequences to a normalized cardiac cycle. To
adjust for small variations in period that occur during imaging
�mostly due to temperature fluctuations�, we calculate the car-
diac period, T�yi�, of each of the L image sequences at loca-
tions yi. To calculate T�yi�, we use a string-length method
�SLM�.34,35 SLM is particularly well suited for determining
periods in cases of relatively few observations �a few cycles�
when conventional methods, such as the Fourier transform,
fail to provide reliable results.36 SLM assumes that periodic
signals, discretely sampled over several cycles, are continu-
ous. Then, if the period of the signal is known, the phase �time
position within the cycle� of each data point can be deter-
mined, and “strings” �line segments� that join successive data
points �arranged by their phases� have the shortest total
length. Hence, the period minimizes the total length of strings.

In our implementation of the SLM algorithm, the cardiac
period, T, of each image sequence is determined from the
M-mode image extracted from that sequence. Each vertical
line in the M mode consists of M pixels, and the horizontal
line of N pixels, where N is the number of images in a se-
quence �each acquired at a distinct time tn�. Each pixel in the
M-mode image �M �N pixels in total� is a data point, and the
magnitude of each point is the intensity, denoted as Iyi

� �zm , tn�.
Giving a candidate period T�, the phase, pn, of each data point
is

pn = tn − �tn/T��T� �n = 1, . . . ,N� , �1�

where � · � denotes integer part. Using pn, vertical lines in the
M-mode image are resequenced by their phases such that
pn−1� pn� pn+1.

The total length, D, of the strings is

D2�yi,T�� = �
m=1

M

�
n=2

N

��Iyi
� �zm,pn� − Iyi

� �zm,pn−1��2

+ �pn − pn−1�2/T�2� . �2�

The right-hand side terms in Eq. �2� are the differences in
magnitudes and in phases of two consecutive pixels in the
resequenced M-mode image and are functions of T�. To give
equal weights to both terms,34 Iyi

� and pn are normalized, such
that their values lie into the range �0, 1�.

The cardiac period T�yi� is found by minimizing the string
length D�yi ,T��,

T�yi� = min
T�

D2�yi,T�� T� � �Tmin,Tmax� . �3�

The string length D�yi ,T�� is a nonconvex function of T� with
several local minima. Thus, searching algorithms based on
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�3
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radient methods might be trapped in local extremes,37 and
irect searching for T was used here within a range
Tmin,Tmax�.

.2.2 Determination of relative phase shift between
adjacent image sequences

o synchronize nongated image sequences, we determine the
emporal relation �or phase shift� between adjacent sequences
ssuming structural similarity. We find the phase shift by
aximizing the similarity of M-mode images—extracted

long the same line �x=xk� from two adjacent B-mode image
equences. Thus, we performed structural similarity along a
ine of the image sequences.

To improve the accuracy of the synchronization, which is
imited by image acquisition rate, we pooled M-mode image
ata �from several cycles� into one cardiac cycle, rearranging
ertical lines by their phases. The algorithms to determine
hase shifts �described below� require M-mode images with
he same number of vertical lines, equally spaced in time. To
ccomplish this, we normalized the cardiac cycle and resa-
pled each M-mode image with the same number �K� of

venly phase-distributed vertical lines. Resampling was per-
ormed using cubic spline interpolation, which offers the best
ost-performance tradeoff among available interpolation
ethods.38,39

Structural similarity between two resampled M-mode im-
ges, Iyi

� �z , p*� and Iyi+1
� �z , p*�, extracted from adjacent image

equences was calculated using a correlation coefficient Ci,i+1
etween the M-mode images as the similarity index,

Ci,i+1�s� = �
m=1

M

�
n=1

K

Iyi
� �zm,p

n
*�Iyi+1

� �zm,p
n
* − s� , �4�

here s is a candidate phase shift and p* is the phase in the
ormalized cardiac cycle. The phase shift, Si,i+1, between the
wo adjacent image sequences is then found by maximizing
he similarity index Ci,i+1�s�,

Si,i+1 = max
s

Ci,i+1�s� s � �0,1� . �5�

.2.3 Determination of absolute phase shift with
respect to a reference sequence

he next step is to synchronize the image sequences with
espect to a common reference sequence. Taking the first im-
ge sequence �y1=0� as the reference, the absolute phase shift

i—the phase shift between a sequence at yi and the
eference—is the accumulated sum of relative phase shifts
between adjacent image sequences�,

Si = �
j=1

i−1

Sj,�j+1� with i = 2, . . . ,L and S1 = 0. �6�

.2.4 Estimation and adjustment of phase lag for all
image sequences

uring early developmental stages, contractile cardiac waves
ravel from the heart atrium to the OFT,40 producing a
eristaltic-like motion of the heart wall and introducing phase
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
lags among different regions of the heart. To estimate these
phase lags �plag� between adjacent image sequences, we use
data from the acquired image sequence showing the longitu-
dinal section of the heart. Two M-mode images are extracted
at two locations a distance d apart along the longitudinal car-
diac section �see Fig. 3�. The phases of maximal cardiac con-
traction, p1 and p2, are then identified from the M-mode im-
ages, and the phase lag, �p, between these two locations is
calculated. To minimize errors in the estimation of �p, we
average �p over several cycles, i.e.,

�p =
1

q�
i=1

q

�p1
i − p2

i � , �7�

where i represents the i’th cardiac cycle and q is the number
of sampled cardiac cycles. Assuming that the velocity of the
contractile wave, v, is constant in the cardiac region under
consideration,

v = d/�p . �8�

The phase lag between two adjacent image sequences a
distance h apart is then estimated by

plag = h/v . �9�

The adjusted absolute time shifts, Si�, are then calculated
by

Fig. 3 Illustration of how phase lags in OFT wall motion are esti-
mated: �a� OCT image of a longitudinal section of the OFT and �b�
M-mode images extracted from the longitudinal section at the loca-
tions I �close to the OFT inlet� and II �close to the OFT outlet� in �a�.
Note that M-mode images were magnified and cropped for better
visualization. d is the distance between locations I and II; p1 and p2
are the phases of maximal OFT wall contraction identified from the
M-mode images extracted along lines I and II, respectively.
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�4
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Si� = Si + �i − 1�plag. �10�

he assumption of constant v holds approximately true in
elatively small regions of the heart �such as the OFT�, and
ence to achieve accurate reconstruction, phase lags should be
valuated at each individual region.

.2.5 Reconstruction of 4-D images
o reconstruct 4-D cardiac images from a nongated data set,

mages in image sequences are shifted in time according to
djusted phase shifts �Si��. We then pooled the images to a
ormalized cardiac cycle and resampled images at P selected
qually spaced phases over the cardiac cycle, using linear
nterpolation between images. We then assembled 2-D images
nto 3-D image datasets at the P phases and reconstructed 4-D
mages of the heart.

Application to 4-D Images of the Chick
Heart OFT

ur imaging strategy and synchronization procedure were
sed in imaging the heart OFT of chick embryos at stage
H18 �approximately three days of incubation�. OFT images
ere acquired with OCT, and the algorithms to calculate car-
iac period and phase shifts were tested for accuracy and
ensitivity to the line chosen to extract M-mode images.

.1 Embryo Preparation
ertilized white leghorn eggs were incubated blunt-end up at
8 °C and 85% humidity in a horizontal rotation incubator to
tage HH18.32 To expose the embryonic heart, the egg shell
as opened and the membrane overlaying the embryo was

emoved. During egg manipulation and imaging, temperature
f the embryo was allowed to drop below its normal physi-
logical temperature ��38 °C�, which allowed the heart rate
o drop.

.2 Image Acquisition with OCT
spectral domain OCT system was used to acquire images of

he OFT of a chick embryo at HH18. OCT acquired 40
-scans �2-D image frames, see Fig. 1� per second; with each
-scan composed of 250 A-scans �line scans�. The OCT sys-

em employed has �10 �m axial �Z in Fig. 1� and �16 �m
ateral �X and Y in Fig. 1� spatial resolutions and a light pen-
tration depth of �2.0 mm in tissue �assuming a refractive
ndex of 1.35�. Because at the early developmental stages un-
er study the chick tissue is almost transparent, light penetra-
ion depth is further limited only by blood, such that the prac-
ical penetration depth when imaging the OFT is �1 mm
enough to image the OFT at HH18�.

We used the nongated image acquisition strategy described
n Sec. 2.1 to obtain a 4-D image data set of the OFT. A total
f 65 B-mode image sequences of OFT cross sections were
aken along the OFT, 12.5 �m apart, spanning the entire
FT region ��800 �m in length�. Each image was
50�430 pixels, and each image sequence consisted of 185
rames �more than five cardiac cycles�. A B-mode image se-
uence, corresponding to a longitudinal OFT section approxi-
ately perpendicular to the center cross section of the OFT,
as also acquired to adjust phase lags due to peristaltic-like
all motion in the OFT.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
Figures 4�a�–4�d� show representative OCT images of the
OFT. The structure of the OFT wall—the lumen interface,
cardiac jelly, and myocardium—is clearly demarcated. We ex-
tracted an M-mode image from the dotted line in Fig. 4�a�.
The M-mode image �Fig. 4�e�� traces the periodic displace-
ments of the OFT wall over the acquired cardiac cycles.

3.3 Testing the Synchronization Procedure
Using the OFT images acquired with OCT, we tested the ac-
curacy of the synchronization procedure and the sensitivity of
the procedure to the line chosen to extract M-mode images.
We performed most of the tests on a representative image
sequence of the OFT acquired approximately at the center
cross section of the OFT �see Figs. 4�a� and 4�c��.

Fig. 4 Representative OCT images �in B and M modes� of the heart
OFT from an HH18 chick embryo. Images show the OFT when its
walls are constricted: �a� cross section of the OFT at about its center
and �b� longitudinal section approximately perpendicular to the cross
section in �a�; and when OFT walls are expanded: �c� center cross
section and �d� longitudinal section. In �c� and �d�, the dark areas in
the lumen are due to a transient fading of signals when image acqui-
sition rate is lower than the speed of blood flow. �e� An M-mode
image generated from the cross-sectional image sequence along the
dotted line in �a�. M, myocardium; C, cardiac jelly; L, lumen. Scale
bar=100 �m.
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�5
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.3.1 Determination of cardiac period
e used the SLM algorithm, applied to M-mode images, to

etermine the cardiac period, T, of the chick embryonic heart
rom each acquired image sequence �see Sec. 2.2.1�. Because
uring imaging embryo temperature was lower than physi-
logical temperature �see Sec. 3.1�, calculated T ��0.8 s, see
elow� was higher than normal �usually �0.5 s for an HH18
mbryo8�. To quantify T we used Eq. �3�, with a search range
f cardiac periods from 0.7 to 0.9 s and searching step size of
0−4 s.

ccuracy. To study the accuracy of the SLM algorithm ap-
lied to M mode, we compared cardiac periods calculated
sing SLM applied to M- and B-mode images, as well as
alculated using fast Fourier transform41 �FFT� �FFT was per-
ormed on a curve showing the correlation of the images in a
equence with respect to a reference image�. To this end, we
sed the representative OCT image sequence of the OFT �Sec.
.3�. The cardiac period calculated using FFT �T=0.7708 s�
as not expected to be accurate due to the small data sam-
ling size �only approximately five cycles�. The SLM algo-
ithm, in contrast, was accurate and predicted approximately
he same solution �T=0.8146 s� regardless of whether M- or
-mode images were used �the difference was less than the

earching step�. SLM applied to M-mode images, however,
as �200 times faster than SLM applied to B-mode images.

To verify the accuracy of the calculated T, we pooled all
he images in the sequence into one cardiac cycle, arranging
hem by phase according to the calculated T. From these
ooled sequences, we generated M-mode images along the
otted line shown in Fig. 4�a�. Figure 5 shows a comparison
f M-mode images extracted from an acquired image se-
uence �Fig. 5�a�� and from pooled images �Figs. 5�b� and
�c��. The M-mode image from the acquired image sequence
Fig. 5�a�� shows a pixelated view due to the low image ac-
uisition rate �40 fps�. The M-mode image obtained from
ooled images arranged according to the T calculated from
FT �Fig. 5�c�� shows that if T is inaccurate, the M-mode

mage looks discontinuous. The M-mode image obtained from
ooled images arranged according to the T calculated using
he SLM �Fig. 5�b�� is smooth looking and resembles Fig.
�a�, indicating that the T calculated using SLM is accurate.

ensitivity to M-mode line. To test the sensitivity of the
LM algorithm to the line selected to extract the M-mode

mage from the 2-D image sequences, we extracted M-mode
mages along horizontal and vertical lines �lines were

130-�m apart, see Fig. 6� from the representative OCT
mage sequence. Lines were grouped according to the follow-
ng criteria: �i� lines that overlay the OFT region over the
ardiac cycle �H3–H5 and V3–V5�; �ii� lines that overlay the
FT region only for a time interval during the cardiac cycle

V2, H2, V6, and H6�; and �iii� lines that lie outside the OFT
egion �H1, V1, H7, and V7�. We calculated T using the SLM
lgorithm applied to these M-mode images �see Table 1�.

We found that SLM was, in general, robust, as long as the
ines from which M-mode images were extracted overlaid the
FT during the cardiac cycle �i.e., H3–H5 and V3–V5�; the
aximum deviation from T occurred at V4 and was within

.1%. The deviation at V4, however, was mainly due to tran-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
sient fading of signals during imaging �wash-out
phenomenon�,42 which occurs when blood flow velocity is
much faster than image acquisition rates, resulting in interfer-
ence signals that average out and appear as a dark region in
the lumen �see Figs. 4�c� and 4�d��. Better reproducibility of
results was achieved when SLM was applied to M-mode im-
ages extracted from horizontal rather than vertical lines. The
inferior performance of the M-mode images from vertical
lines was due to both attenuation of signals along the tissue
depth and transient fading of signals.

Fig. 5 M-mode images extracted from cross-sectional image se-
quences of the OFT along the dotted line in Fig. 4�a�. Shown M-mode
images were extracted from �a� the acquired OCT image sequence,
�b� the same OCT image sequence pooled to one cycle using the
cardiac period calculated by SLM �T=0.8146 s�, and �c� the same
sequence pooled to one cycle using the cardiac period calculated by
FFT �T=0.7708 s�. Note that �a� corresponds to one cardiac cycle of
Fig. 4�e�.

Fig. 6 Lines chosen to perform sensitivity study in determining car-
diac periods using SLM algorithm applied to M-mode �from the rep-
resentative sequence shown in Fig. 4�. The panels show the positions
of the lines when the OFT walls were most �a� constricted and �b�
expanded.
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�6
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.3.2 Determination of relative phase shift

o calculate phase shifts, Si,i+1, between adjacent image se-
uences, we used a similarity algorithm that searched for

i,i+1 by maximizing the correlation between M-mode images
Eq. �5��. Because each image sequence consisted of 185
rames, Si,i+1 was expected to be at least accurate within one
rame in a pooled sequence �or �0.005T�.

ccuracy. To study the accuracy of the similarity algorithm
pplied to M-mode images, we first tested the algorithm using
ynthetically generated image sequences with known relative
hase shifts. To obtain the image sequences, we chose the
epresentative image sequence �see Fig. 4�a� and 4�c�� and,
sing linear interpolation between frames, we then generated
0 image sequences that were shifted in phase from the rep-
esentative sequence. Phase shifts were randomly chosen from
to T. Using these sequences, we compared the performance

f the similarity algorithms applied to B- and M-mode images
extracted along the line shown in Fig. 4�a�� in terms of ac-
uracy and computational efficiency.

We found small errors—with respect to known shifts
maximum �0.3%�—when phase shifts were calculated us-
ng similarity on either B- or M-mode images. Calculation of
he phase shift using M-mode images, however, was �400
imes faster than when using B-mode images.

ensitivity to M-mode line. To study the sensitivity of cal-
ulated phase shifts to the line selected to extract the M-mode
mages, we used the representative image sequence �see Fig.
�a� and 4�c�� together with its adjacent image sequence, and
pplied the similarity algorithm to M-mode images extracted
rom the two image sequences. According to Sec. 3.3.1, T was
ore accurate when lines that overlaid the OFT over the car-

iac cycle were used to extract M-mode images; therefore, we
ocused on M-mode images extracted from these lines. We
enerated 16 M-mode images extracted from horizontal and
ertical lines �50-�m apart, see Fig. 7�, and found the phase
hift between the sequences by applying similarity, Eq. �5�, to
hese M-mode images. Calculated phase shifts, Si,i+1
�0.25�0.005�T, for all M-mode lines were within the ex-
ected accuracy.

.3.3 Reconstruction of 4-D images of the OFT
o reconstruct 4-D images of the OFT, we used the 4-D data
et obtained as described in Sec. 3.2. For each OFT cross-
ectional image sequence, we generated an M-mode image
rom a horizontal line within the center region of the OFT
ross section �e.g., line H4 in Fig. 6�. Then, using the SLM
lgorithm �Eqs. �2� and �3��, we determined T for each image

Table 1 Cardiac periods �in seconds� calculated
Fig. 6�.

1 2 3

H 0.8180 0.8146 0.8146

V 0.8206 0.8146 0.8146

Bold numbers show calculated periods that are within 0.
used to determine the accuracy of SLM.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
sequence. Once T was determined, we used similarity �Eqs.
�4� and �5��, to determine the relative phase shift between
each adjacent image sequence pair. Finally, we estimated the
phase lag among image sequences due to the peristaltic-like
motion of the OFT wall �Eqs. �8� and �9�� from the acquired
sequence of OFT longitudinal section images. This phase lag
was found to be �0.32T from the inlet to the outlet of the
OFT, and thus was non-negligible. After calculating absolute
phase shifts with respect to a reference sequence �Eq. �6��, we
corrected for this phase lag �Eq. �10��, and then synchronized
image sequences according to the adjusted absolute phase
shifts. We then reassembled the 2-D images of the OFT into
3-D image data sets at 180 phases of the cardiac cycle, and
thus reconstructed 4-D images of the OFT. To better visualize
the structure and motion of the OFT walls and their interac-
tion with blood flow over the cardiac cycle, 4-D images were
further analyzed using the image software Amira 3.1 �see
Video 1�.

Accuracy. To test the accuracy of the 4-D reconstruction, we
extracted image sequences showing an OFT longitudinal sec-
tion over the cardiac cycle from the reconstructed 4-D images
with and without phase-lag adjustment. By visual inspection,
the plane at which OFT longitudinal sections were extracted
from reconstructed images was close to the plane where the
OFT longitudinal image sequence was acquired directly with
OCT. We then extracted M-mode images from three lines of
the reconstructed and imaged OFT longitudinal sections �see
Fig. 8�: �i� line I, which was close to the ventricle �the OFT
inlet�; �ii� line M, approximately at the middle of the OFT;
and �iii� line O, which was close to the aortic sac �the OFT
outlet�. The extracted M-mode images showed very similar

-mode images extracted from different lines �see

5 6 7

46 0.8146 0.8206 0.8146

53 0.8146 0.8146 0.8125

curacy with respect to the centerline �shown in Fig. 4�a��

Fig. 7 Lines chosen to perform sensitivity study in determining rela-
tive phase shifts using similarity algorithms applied to M-mode images
�from the representative sequence shown in Fig. 4�. The panels show
the positions of the lines when the OFT walls were most �a� con-
stricted and �b� expanded.
from M
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all-motion patterns. To better visualize differences in wall-
otion phase relations, we manually traced the upper inter-

ace between the myocardium and the cardiac jelly from the
-mode images and plotted the displacement of this interface

ver time �see Fig. 9�. We found that when the OFT is recon-

ideo 1 Voxel view of a beating chick-embryo OFT. The movie
hows a frontal view of the OFT for the first cardiac cycle and then a
80-deg rotation of the OFT along the Z-axis for the second
ardiac cycle. The dotted line �in the still image� encircles the OFT
egion that connects the ventricle proximally and aortic sac distally.
: myocardium, L: lumen �Quick-Time, 2 MB�. �URL:

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3184462.1�

ig. 8 Comparison of M-mode images extracted from imaged and
econstructed longitudinal sections of the OFT. Lines selected to ex-
ract M-mode images are show in �a� and �b�: close to the OFT inlet
I�, middle OFT �M�, and close to the outlet �O�. �a� Longitudinal
ections acquired directly with OCT and �b� reconstructed from syn-
hronized 4-D image data. �c–e� M-mode images from a sequence
cquired directly from OCT; �f–h� M-mode images from a recon-
tructed image sequence without phase lag adjustment; �i–k� M-mode
mages from the reconstructed image sequence with phase lag
djustment.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
Fig. 9 OFT wall displacements close to the inlet and outlet. Wall
displacements �showing the motion of the interface between the myo-
cardium and cardiac jelly� were traced manually from the M-mode
images shown in Fig. 8: �a� from images acquired directly with OCT
�Figs. 8�c� and 8�e��; �b� from reconstructed images without phase
adjustment �Figs. 8�f� and 8�h��; and �c� from reconstructed images
with phase adjustment �Figs. 8�i� and 8�k��. For ease of visualization,
we present five cardiac cycles extracted directly from the acquired
image sequence �a�, and in �b� and �c� generated by circular repetition
of the reconstructed pooled cardiac cycle.
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�8
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tructed without phase-lag adjustment, phase relations be-
ween lines I and O—�0.02�0.02�T—did not resemble those
bserved from direct OCT imaging—�0.11�0.02�T. When
hase-lag adjustment was introduced in the reconstruction,
owever, the phase relations between lines I and O were re-
overed. Thus, our results indicate that phase-lag adjustment
s needed to properly capture the dynamics of the OFT wall

otion.

Discussions
n this paper, we present an imaging strategy together with an
ccurate and efficient postacquisition synchronization proce-
ure to assemble nongated 2-D cardiac image sequences �B-
ode images� into a synchronized 4-D image data set. Phase

hifts between adjacent image sequences are calculated by
aximizing the similarity of M-mode images extracted from
-mode images. In the proposed procedure, the M-mode im-
ges function as an optical cardiogram, providing gating data
sed for postacquisition synchronization.27 Furthermore, our
ynchronization procedure provides a means of estimating
hase lags in the motion of cardiac walls, introduced for in-
tance by peristaltic-like wall contractions, and adjusting
hase lags for proper image reconstruction. Because synchro-
ization of image sequences is performed using line scans
M-mode images�, computational efficiency is achieved.

.1 Application Realm of the Synchronization
Procedure

pplication of our procedure to 4-D image reconstruction is
ubjected to two underlying assumptions. The first assumption
s the periodicity of cardiac motion and deformation. For
hick embryos at early developmental stages, the central neu-
al system, which regulates heart rate, has not yet developed
nd the heart rate is only a function of embryo temperature.
lthough during our imaging acquisition the temperature of

he embryo was lower than physiological, temperature was
table within 1 °C and temperature-induced variations in the
eart rate were small ��9% among image sequences�. Thus,
uring imaging, motion of the OFT wall was approximately
eriodic. The second assumption is structural similarity of im-
ge sequences acquired at adjacent locations. To ensure struc-
ural similarity, the distance h �12.5 �m� between acquired
ross-sectional image sequences was less than the lateral spa-
ial resolution of our OCT system �16 �m�, and much smaller
han the length of the OFT ��800 �m�. Our nongated 4-D
maging strategy and synchronization procedure can be gen-
ralized to applications involving other animal models or or-
an systems, as well as other imaging modalities.

.2 Accuracy of the Synchronization Procedure
he accuracy of our synchronization procedure depends on

he line chosen to extract M-mode images from B-mode im-
ges. We found that calculations of period and relative phase
hift from M-mode images are not too sensitive to the loca-
ions or orientations of the lines as long as the lines overlaid
he region of interest �e.g., the OFT� over the entire cardiac
ycle. For OCT images, however, attenuation of the imaging
ignal along the tissue depth and the transient fading of signal
ue to fast motion of blood flow affect the accuracy of calcu-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044020-
lations. Therefore, lines containing points within the same
depth in tissue �horizontal lines in Figs. 6 and 7� and within
the center region of the OFT are preferred.

OCT images of the OFT �B and M modes� contain periodic
data from the OFT �our region of interest�, but also data from
other parts of the heart and surrounding organs, such as the
head. To estimate the percentage of the image that contains
OFT �useful� data, we can use the average surface of the
image occupied by the OFT over total surface area for
B-mode images, and the average OFT length over total line
length for M-mode images. For cross-sectional images, we
can assume that the OFT external layer is a circle with radius
R, and that the image is a square with side length L �with
R�L�. Then, the ratio of OFT data to total imaging data goes
as �R /L�2 for 2-D images and R /L for line scans. Because
R /L� �R /L�2, using properly chosen lines for M-mode ex-
traction, the algorithms to calculate period and phase shift
could achieve higher accuracy when applied to M-mode
rather than B-mode images.

We compared the performance of the algorithms used to
calculate cardiac period and relative phase shifts applied to B-
and M-mode images obtained from a horizontal line within
the center region of the OFT �see Figs. 6 and 7�. We found
that, regardless of whether the algorithms were applied to B-
or M-mode images, similar accuracy was achieved �see Secs.
3.3.1 and 3.3.2�. Moreover, calculations were significantly
faster ��400 times faster� when performed using M-mode
rather than B-mode images. Employing M-mode images dra-
matically improved the efficiency of the synchronization pro-
cedure without compromising accuracy.

Other factors that affect accuracy of our synchronization
procedure are the number of frames per cardiac cycle that the
system can acquire and the total number of cardiac cycles
acquired in a sequence. Our reconstruction is based on
�30 frames per cycle and �5 cardiac cycles, thus about 150
frames in total to accurately reconstruct a cardiac cycle �as all
the images are pooled to one cycle�. We verified that this
number of frames is sufficient for correct reconstruction. We
also checked the accuracy of the reconstruction if more or less
frames were considered �results not shown in the manuscript�
and our results suggest that 150 frames are probably close to
optimal. Thus, for other systems and faster cardiac rates, im-
age acquisition should be such that at least 150 frames are
acquired. A caveat, however, is that if the number of frames
acquired per cardiac cycle is �30, then each image frame
might not be considered “instantaneous” �because it takes
time for the system to scan the frame� and this would intro-
duce inaccuracies. Our results indicate that acquiring OCT
images at a rate of �30 frames /cardiac cycle for about five
cardiac cycles is sufficient to predict cardiac cycle and time
shifts with reasonable accuracy.

4.3 4-D Reconstruction �Phase-Lag Correction�

We found that synchronization of images based on structural
similarity alone is not sufficient to capture the peristaltic-like
motion of the heart walls of chick embryos at early develop-
mental stages. During early development, the embryonic heart
does not have valves and, to maintain unidirectional blood
flow, contractile waves travel along the heart.40 These travel-
ing waves produce peristaltic-like wall motion and thus intro-
July/August 2009 � Vol. 14�4�9
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uce phase lags between different regions of the heart. In our
ynchronization procedure, to correctly recover the dynamics
f the OFT wall, we adjusted the phases of image sequences
rom those obtained by structural similarity.

Because contractile waves travel from the inlet to the out-
et of the heart, the need to correct for the phase lag in our
rocedure largely depends on our choice of imaging cross-
ectional �transverse� planes. For our procedure, we acquired
ross-sectional images because they ensure similarity between
djacent image sequences �i.e., the OFT always shows in the
mage frame, no matter whether the OFT is expanded or con-
racted�, whereas with longitudinal images, there are imaging
lanes from which the OFT “disappears” when its walls con-
ract and “reappears” when its walls expand, making similar-
ty algorithms more difficult to implement and more prone to
naccuracies.

Currently, there is controversy about the nature of cardiac
otion at early stages of development, with some authors

rguing that heart wall motion is peristaltic,43,44 whereas oth-
rs argue that the heart acts as a suction pump.45 We certainly
ound that in reconstructing the OFT motion from the non-
ated OCT images we acquired, phase-lags in wall motion
etween the inlet and outlet of the OFT �not accounted for by
tructural similarity� need to be considered. In other regions
f the heart, and/or at later stages, this phase lag might be
egligible. Application of our synchronization procedure,
owever, will certainly aid in the characterization of cardiac
echanics during early development.

Conclusions
n this paper, we have presented a 4-D nongated imaging
trategy and postacquisition synchronization procedure to re-
onstruct 4-D images of the embryonic heart. We have dem-
nstrated the efficiency and accuracy of the procedures by
econstructing the cardiac OFT of a chick embryo from OCT
mages. Our nongated 4-D imaging strategy and synchroniza-
ion procedure can be generalized to applications involving
ther animal models or organ systems, as well as other imag-
ng modalities, providing that the two underlying assump-
ions, periodicity of the motion and similarity of adjacent im-
ge sequences, are satisfied. The synchronization procedure
resented is especially useful for 4-D imaging when: �i� reli-
ble physiological gating signals are difficult to acquire, �ii�
he acquisition rate of the imaging system employed is lim-
ted, and �iii� phase lags are non-negligible.
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